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The Sec system 
Arnold JM Driessen*, Peter Fekkes and Jeroen PW van der Wolk 

Proteins designated to be secreted by Escherichia coil 
are synthesized with an amino-terminal signal peptide 
and associate as nascent chains with the export-specific 
chaperone SecB. Translocation occurs at a multisubunit 
membrane-bound enzyme termed translocase, which consists 
of a peripheral preprotein-binding site and an ATPase domain 
termed SecA, a core heterotrimeric integral membrane protein 
complex with SecY, SecE and SecG as subunits, and an 
accessory integral membrane protein complex containing 
SecD and SecE Major new insights have been gained into 
the cascade of preprotein targeting events and the enzymatic 
mechanism of preprotein translocation. It has become clear 
that preproteins are translocated in a stepwise fashion 
involving large nucleotide-induced conformational changes 
of the molecular motor SecA that propels the translocation 
reaction. 
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Abbreviations 
Ap protonmotive force 
NBS nucleotide binding site 

I n t r o d u c t i o n  
Protein translocation in Esche1#hia coil is media ted  by 
a cytosolic chaperone,  SecB, and a large nmlt isubuni t  
integral membrane  protein complex, termed translocase. 
Translocase consists of a peripheral  ATPasc, SecA, and 
at least five integral membrane  proteins (i.e. SecY, SecE, 
SecG, SecD and SecF).  This  large complex most l ikely 
forms the translocation pore along which the preproteins 
pass the cytoplasmic membrane.  The  purpose of our 
review is to summarize the advances in the past few years 
in our unders tanding of the mcchanism of Sec-media ted  
preprotein translocation in Escherichia coli. Earlier work 
is reviewed in [1"]. Other  protein components  involved 
in targeting such as the E. coil SRP and SRP-receptor  
homologues are not discussed. 

P r e p r o t e i n  t a r g e t i n g  to  t h e  m e m b r a n e  
SecB recognition sites on preproteins and interaction with 
nascent chains 
SecB is a molecular chaperone with a dual function 
in preprotein translocation. It keeps preproteins in a 
so-called ' t ranslocat ion-competent '  state and targets them 
to the SecA subunit  of the membrane-bound  translocase. 

In recent years, research has revealed the sites of 
interaction be tween  preproteins,  SecB and SecA. T h e  
global SecB-binding frame in preprotcins has been derived 
from the nature of SecB-protected proteolytic preprotein 
fragments (see references in [2]). SecB appears to bind to 
preproteins without  specificity for sequence or structural 
content  [3], in contrast to early studies suggcsting a 
preferred interaction with posit ively charged polypept ide  
patches. SecB is very selective in vi~.,o and binds mainly to 
a subset  of nascent preproteins [4]. With some preproteins, 
the signal sequence has been shown to retard folding of 
the mature domain. This  has led to the hypothesis that 
the ratc of folding is the basis on which SccB distinguishes 
be tween cytosolic and secretory proteins (original kinetic 
parti t ioning hypothesis)  I3]. This  hypothesis  is at variance 
with a number  of recent observations. First, SecB interacts 
with long nascent po lypept ide  chains [4]. At this stage, no 
stable protein folding has occurred and one wot, ld expect  
SecB to bind any nascent chain instead of binding to a 
specific subset. T h e  SecB/nascent chain interaction has 
also bcen shown to occur i ndependen t ly  of the presence 
of a signal sequence [5]. Secondl~; translocation of some 
preproteins in which the signal scquences have been 
removed strictly requires SecB, even thot, gh they may not 
be SecB-dependen t  as a native preprotein [6,7]. T h e  latter 
is l ikely a reflection of the targeting flmction of SecB, 
but again argues against the original kinetic parti t ioning 
model  in which the retardation of folding by the signal 
sequence is an important  e lement  for recognition. Finall?, 
thc association between SecB and model  proteins is 
readily reversible, diffusion l imited and occurs at rates 
well beyond that of typical folding [8]. Therefore,  SecB 
will not be able to dist inguish be tween  cvtosolic and 
precursor proteins on the basis of the folding behaviour 
only: Moreover, even when a preprotcin escapcs the 
SecB binding at the ribosome, it will be bound in the 
cvtosol before it can fold into a native-l ike structure. Once 
SecB has bound an unfolded preprotein,  stable %lding 
is prevented in the binding equilibriuna by repcatcd 
association and dissociation events [9,10]. Taken  togethcr, 
the specificity of the SecB-prepro te in  interaction it1 ~'iz'o 
remains unclear. 

Overlapping preprotein and SecA-binding sites on SecB 
Although SecB seems to interact with large preprotein 
polypept ide  areas, mutat ions in the gene encoding SecB 
that interfere with preprotein binding are restricted to 
only a few aminoacvl residues [11]. The  hydrophobic 
nature of the residues are consistent  with the fluorescence 
studies with model  pept ides  that suggest the presence 
of a hydrophobic binding site [81. T h e  same region, 
but  at alternating positions compared to the residues 
involved in preprotein binding, also harbors the mutations 
that interfere with the recognition of SecB by SecA (P 
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Fekkes et al., unpublished data). In addition, mutations 
of negatively charged residues in another region of SecB 
have been found that strongly reduce translocation without 
affecting preprotein binding [11]. Because of the prevail- 
ing ]3-structure in SecB and some preprotein substrates, 
preprotein recognition may be mediated through ]3--]3 
interaction. The  alternating occurrence of mutations that 
affect preprotein binding versus SecA binding could be 
explained by an amphiphatic [3-sheet with a hydrophobic 
preprotein binding face and a polar negatively charged 
SecA binding face. Within the SecB tetramer, four such 
regions would be present and together they could form 
the binding sites for the preprotein and SecA. The  
SecB-binding site on SecA is localized in the carboxyl 
terminus [12] and corresponds to the last 22 aminoacyl 
residues of SecA [13"*]. This domain contains a high 
amount  of glycyl, prolyl and cysteinyl residues and has a 
net positive charge, opposite in charge to the site of SecA 
binding on SecB. The  SecA-SecB interaction is, therefore, 
presumably electrostatic. 

on SecB are overlapping, it seems probable that the 
tight binding of SecB to the carboxyl terminus of SecA 
dissociates the preprotein from its SecB-bound state. An 
important implication of this mechanism is that SecB 
bound at the translocase will be unable to accept new 
cargo as long as it remains bound to SecA. Only after 
the initiation of translocation by the binding of ATP to 
SecA is SecB released from the membrane to bind a new 
preprotein in the cytosol (Figure lc) [13"*]. 

Preprote in  t rans locat ion  across the  
m e m b r a n e  
The  next catalyst in the preprotein translocation cascade 
is SecA, a large and conformational complex homodimeric 
protein. SecA plays a central role as it is the site of 
preprotein entry into the translocase, is the only ATPase 
essential for preprotein translocation, and interacts with 
most of the other Sec-proteins (reviewed in [1*]). SecA is 
present in the cell in large excess of the other Sec-proteins 
and binds with a high affinity to SecY [16"*,17-19]. 

Preprotein transfer by SecB to SecA 
The  importance of the targeting function of SecB is 
evident when the preprotein signal sequence is either 
mutated [14] or completely removed [6], thereby reducing 
the targeting information contained in the signal sequence. 
Such preproteins are dependent  on SecB for translocation. 
When the SecB-binding domain of SecA is removed, 
the translocation of preproteins with a defective signal 
sequence is blocked by SecB instead of stimulated. This 
is indicative of a need for SecB binding by SecA for 
preprotein transfer. The  interaction between SecB and 
SecA in the cytosol is of a low affinity; whereas SecB 
binds with high affinity to the SecYEG-bound SecA 
[15]. In the presence of a preprotein with a functional 
signal sequence, the SecB-SecA binding affinity is even 
enhanced [13"].  This phenomenon is caused by the 
binding of the preprotein signal sequence to SecA (P 
Fekkes eta/.,  unpublished data). SecB-mediated targeting 
of the preprotein to SecA thus also occurs via the 
signal sequence which is available for SecA interaction 
as SecB has been shown to bind only the mature part 
of the preprotein. Targeting presumably proceeds via 
the following steps: SecB targets the preprotein to the 
translocase bv association with the carboxyl terminus 
of the SecYEG-bound SecA and the signal sequence 
associates with SecA to stimulate the interaction between 
SecA and SecB (Figure la). T he  latter complex is unstable, 
as it can only be isolated as a ternary complex of 
SecA. SecB and a preprotein in which the SecB is no 
longer bound to the preprotein [13"*]. T he  SecB-SecA 
interaction causes the release of the mature domain of 
the preprotein from its association with SecB (Figure lb). 
The  preprotein is thus transferred from SecB to SecA by 
a synchronous 'hand-shake'  mechanism, in which binding 
of SecB to SecA triggers the transfer event: this probably 
involves conformational changes of both SecA and SecB. 
As the SecA-binding site and the preprotein-binding sites 

Nucleotide-induced conformational changes of SecA 
SecA contains two essential nucleotide-binding sites 
(NBSs) [20,21] and undergoes large nucleotide-induced 
conformational changes during translocation (reviewed 
in [1"]). The  thermal unfolding characteristics of SecA 
suggest the presence of at least two independent  folding 
domains of near equal size [22"]. The  amino and carboxyl 
domains harbor the high (NBS1) and low (NBS2) affinity 
nucleotide binding sites, respectively [201. Binding of 
ADP at NBS1 enhances the interaction between the amino 
and carboxyl domain and converts the protein into a 
more compact state [22"]. In contrast, binding of ATP 
to NBS1 yields an elongated conformation of SecA with 
little interaction between the amino and carboxyl domains. 
Under these conditions, previously unexposed aminoacyl 
residues become accessible to solvents [23°]. It appears 
that the energy released during the hydrolysis of ATP at 
NBS1 is used to drive a thermodynamically unfavourable 
conformational change, akin to the release of a spring (T 
den Blaauwen, AJM Driessen, unpublished data). This 
conformational energy is released upon the exchange 
of the bound ADP for ATE and drives the preprotein 
translocation. 

Binding of ADP to NBS2 has an even more dramatic 
effect on the SecA conformation than ATP binding to 
NBS1 [22"], resulting in the formation of a highly compact 
SecA structure. Furthermore, the amount  of shared protein 
surface of the monomers in the SecA dimer is increased 
and the subunit interaction is tightened. NBS2 is localized 
either at or near the subunit interface of the SecA protomer 
[24] in the region that is involved in dimerization [25]. 
Nucleotide binding at NBS2 may thus modulate the 
spatial positioning of the two carboxyl domains of the 
SecA dimer that have been suggested to insert into the 
membrane during a translocation cycle (see following 
section). 
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Schematic representation of the initial stages of preprotein translocation. (a) SecB targets the preprotein to the SecYEG-bound SecA and the 
signal sequence associates with SecA to stimulate the interaction between SecA and SecB. (b) The SecB-SecA interaction causes the release 
of the mature preprotein from SecB. The zig-zag symbol represents the region in the SecB that associates with both SecA and preprotein, 
and changes conformation upon SecA interaction. (c) After SecA binds ATP, resulting in conformational changes in SecA, translocation of the 
preprotein is initiated and SecB is released from SecA. 

Topology and membrane insertion of SecA domains 
The  idle SecYEG-bound SecA has a complex membrane 
topology. The  extreme carboxy-terminal region of SecA 
is periplasmically accessible to trypsin [26] whereas parts 
of both the amino and carboxyl domains are accessible to 
small chemical reagents [23"1, implying either that SecA 
deeply penetrates the membrane or that the enzyme is 
accessible from the periplasmic membrane surface via a 
proteinaceous pore (the SecYEG protein perhaps?). Iodi- 
nated SecA has been used to analyse the conformational 
changes of SecA during preprotein translocation [21,27]. In 
the presence of preprotein and ATE or with the nonhydro- 
lysable ATP analogue AMP-PNP alone, SecYEG-bound 
SecA undergoes a conformational change yielding a 
stable 30kDa fragment after proteolysis [21,27,28]. This 
fragment corresponds to a carboxy-terminal region of SecA 
[29] and its formation is reversed upon hydrolysis of ATE 
whereas it is stabilized by SecD and SecF [21]. Disruption 
of the membrane destabilizes the 30kDa  fragment and 
it has been suggested that this SecA domain is deeply 
membrane-integrated, exposing regions at the periplasmic 
membrane face [27]. Accordingly, a current working model 
is that preproteins are translocated across the membrane in 
a stepwise fashion by repeated nucleotide-induced cycles 
of SecA membrane insertion and de-insertion. 

When Western blotting [22"] or a labelling technique more 
uniform than iodination is used [30], additional protease- 
resistant and membrane-protected SecA fragments can 
be detected. In particular, this concerns the formation 
of an amino-terminal 65 kDa fragment [31] that together 
with the carboxy-terminal 30kDa  fragment covers most 
of the SecA mass. This would imply that almost the 
entire SecA inserts into or penetrates the membrane, a 
spectacular event considering that SecA functions as a 
dimer. As both fragments are shielded from the lipid 
phase, they may actually insert into the SecYEG pore 
rather than the membrane [32°]. Although it is evident 
that conformational changes of SecA are important for 
preprotein translocation, there ate several unambiguities 
with the current membrane penetration hypothesis. The  
kinetics of 30 kDa formation are rather slow as compared 
to preprotein translocation [27], which is surprising as 
multiple cycles of SecA membrane insertion/de-insertion 
are required to completely translocate the preprotein. The  
30kDa SecA fragment is accessible from the cytosolic 
face of the membrane, as a monoclonal antibody directed 
against this dornain reverses the membrane-insertion 
[33]. Thus, at least part of the membrane- inserted 
30 kDa domain is accessible from the cvtosolic membrane 
face. Albeit with lower efficiency, the SecA proteolytic 
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fragments can also be formed in a nucleotide-dependent 
manner free in solution [29], demonstrating that these 
fragments originate from pre-existing SecA domains. 
Their elevated resistance to proteases during preprotein 
translocation may just be the result of stabilization of a 
protein conformation. The AMP-PNP-induced formation 
of the 30 kDa fragment has also been observed with SecA 
bound to SccYEG in octylglucoside solution, whereas 
Triton X-100 destroys the interaction [34"]. Under the 
same set of conditions that yield the 30 kDa fragment, 
SecYEG is proteolysed into small remnants. These 
data critically access the membrane-insertion hypothesis 
and indicate that the fragments represent tight-folded, 
protease-resistant SccA domains. This does not rule out 
that SecA indeed inserts into a translocation channel 
comprised by SecYEG. It is clear that evidence based 
on the formation of a protease-resistant conformation only 
should be taken with precaution. SecA appears to be 
periplasmically accessible to protease in intact E. coil cells 
overproducing the secDF operon [35] but the observation 
that the amount of accessible SecA by far exceeded the 
number of high affinity membrane binding sites is as yet 
unexplained. 

Signal sequence proofreading at the initiation of 
translocation 
From the SecA-SecYEG-bound state, preprotein trans- 
location is initiated by the binding of ATP to SecA 
allowing the membrane-insertion of the signal sequence 
and part of the mature preprotein region as a hairpin-like 
structure [36]. The so-called p d  (for protein localization) 
class of mutants, which are all isolated as suppressors 
of signal sequence mutations, have been found in SecA 
(prlD), SccY (pr/A), SecE (prlG) and more recently in 
SecG (prlH) (see references in [7,36-38]). It has been 
proposed that the pr/suppressors function not by restoring 
the recognition of altered signal sequences but rather by 
preventing the rejection of defective preproteins from 
the export pathway [39]. According to this hypothesis, 
SecA, Sec'L SecE and SecG would have a proofreading 
activitx5 A possible proofreading function has recently 
been investigated for certain prlA mutants (JPW van der 
Wolk eta/., unpublished data). The pr/A4 mutant binds 
SecA with a much higher affinity than the wild type but 
has little effect on the SecA translocation ATPase activity. 
As a result of the tighter interaction, the release of SecA 
from the SecYEG complex is much slower than normal and 
one may hypothesize that the prevention of the rejection 
of the preproteins with defective signal sequences from 
translocation is caused by a longer retention time of 
the signal sequence domain in the translocase. In pr/A 
strains, but not in prlD and prig mutants, translocation 
is less dependent on the protonmotive force (Ap, the 
electrochemical gradient of protons across the membrane) 
[40"]. The lower Ap requirement may well result from 
the tighter SecA interaction, much akin to the observation 
that high levels of SecA or ATP can suppress the Ap 
requirement for translocation. 

Sodium azide inhibits preprotein translocation by blocking 
the SecA translocation ATPase activity, thereby trapping 
SecA in the ATP-bound state [41"]. Interestingly, the 
majority of the azide-resistant mutations in SccA are 
localized in the vicinity of NBS1 and NBS2 [38] suggesting 
an alteration in the ATPase activity. Azi mutants, like the 
prlD mutations, enable the translocation of preproteins 
with a defective signal sequence [37]. TheprlD suppressor 
phenotype of the azi mutants may also be caused by 
a longer retention at the translocation site as found for 
the pr/A mutant. In contrast to the prlA mutants, this 
phenomenon would be a result of altered ATPase activity. 

Stepwise translocation of the preprotein across the 
membrane 
The SecA-driven translocation of preproteins is a stepwise 
process [36] manifested by the systematic occurrence 
of translocation intermediates in intervals o f - S k D a  
translocation progress [41"]. A complete catalytic cycle 
of SecA would occur according to the following scenario: 
SecA bound to the partially translocated polypeptide chain 
will translocate -2.5kDa of the preprotcin upon ATP 
binding [36,42] (Figure 2a) concomitant with a large 
conformational change of SecA [21,22",27,31]. Hydrolysis 
of ATP subsequently reverses this conformational change 
and SecA releases the bound preprotein (Figure 2b). 
Azide blocks preprotein translocation by interfering with 
this step [41"]. SecA can rebind the exposed portion of 
the partially translocated preprotein and this step allows 
the translocation of another 2.5 kDa polypeptide segment 
(Figure 2c). The Ap can drive the efficient translocation of 
large polypeptide domains in the absence of SecA by an 
unknown mechanism [36]. 

Organization of the integral membrane domain 
SecY and SecE are essential subunits of the integral 
membrane domain of the translocase. SecG [43], SecD 
and SecF [44] are nonessential proteins, required only 
at lower temperature. 1,1 vitro, however, SccG [43] or 
SecD and SecF 116"'] stimulate preprotein translocation 
in membranes containing SecYE. The secG null phenotype 
can be suppressed by certain enzymes involved in phos- 
pholipid biosynthesis (see references in [45"*]) but also 
by overexpression of SecD and SecE or SecY and SecE 
[16"]. SecG has been shown to reverse the membrane 
topology of its two transmembrane segments during the 
ATP-driven membrane-insertion of SecA [45"']. This 
remarkable phenomenon also occurs when SecA binds the 
nonhydrolysable AMP-PNP and the tantalizing suggestion 
has been made that SecG 'lubricates' the translocation 
pore for the insertion of a SecA domain [45"]. 

SecD and SecF can be immunoprecipitated together 
with YajC as an heterotrimeric subcomplex [16"]. YajC 
is encoded by a g e n c  in the seeDF operon that so 
far has no known function in preprotein translocation. 
In mild detergent, the SecDFYajC complex can be 
co-immunoprecipated with the SecYEG complex. These 
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Figure 2 
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Schematic representation of the catalytic steps during the intermediate stages of preprotein translocation. (a) After the SecYEG-bound SecA 
binds ATP, the partially translocated polypeptide chain is translocated -2.5 kDa and a large conformational change occurs in SecA. (b) ATP 
hydrolysis reverses this conformational change and SecA releases the bound polypeptide chain. This step is blocked by azide. (¢) SecA can 
rebind the exposed portion of the partially translocated polypeptide chain allowing the translocation of another 2.5 kDa polypeptide segment. 

data indicate that, although the core of the translocase is 
formed by the SecYEG complex, the translocase may also 
exist as a large complex.  In the absence of SeeD and SecE 
cells are unable to maintain a Ap [46]. Recent  evidence 
indicates that SeeD and SecF prevent  backward sliding of 
the preprotein in the translocation channel [47•]. 

C o n c l u s i o n s  
Many molecular details of the preprotein translocation 
process have been revealed during the past year. In 
particular, the mechanism by which the SecA protein 
drives the preprotein across the membrane  at the expense  
of ATP is a significant finding. Knowledge on the structure 
of the translocase is urgently needed  to reveal the int imate 
details of the mechanism. High-resolut ion electron-mi-  
croscopical analysis of the endoplasmic ret iculum Sec61p 
complex shows ring-like structures, suggesting that the 
membrane domain of the translocase consists of three 
to four Sec61p trimers with a central pore [48°']. Such 
ring-structures are induced by binding of the ribosome or 
Sec62/63/71/72p to the Sec61p trimer. Does the SecYEG 
complex also assemble into a large oligomer in order to 
form a functional translocase, for instance, when it binds 
SecA? How are integral membrane  proteins integrated 
into the E. coli membrane  and does this involve the 
lateral opening of the translocase to release the membrane  
segments into the lipid phase.: Other  issues to be resolved 
concern the molecular mechanism of proofreading, how 
preproteins are released at the trans-side of the trans- 
locase, the role of the low-affinity lipid bound SecA in 

translocation, and the mechanism by which non-bilayer 
lipids st imulate translocation [49]. Finally; an unresolved 
aspect  concerns the catalytic mechanism by which the 
Ap drives translocation. Efficient and complete  Ap-driven 
preprotein translocation has been  observed only under 
artificial condit ions (i.e. when SecA is removed from the 
translocation sites) [36]. It remains to be established, 
however, whether  ATP-dr iven preprotein translocation in 
the presence of a Ap is indeed a continuous process or if it 
involves the same set of in termedia te  steps as ATP-dr ivcn 
translocation. 
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